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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

A. BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY 

In recent years, there is much criminality and violence as forms of 

injustice that many people impacted. Inequity applies to all aspects of society, and 

it is also closely tied to human rights. So the term “justice” has become as 

prominent as a human right. People must struggle to get their justice as a form of 

fairness in society or virtue lives. Justice is a proper, right relation and living with 

others as measured against the norm of society. Rawls constructs justice as 

fairness to specific interpretations of the ideas that society should be fair so 

people can get their equality and freedom. John Rawls stated, “As the truth of 

systems of thought, justice is about the first virtue of social institutions” (Rawl 

1971, p.3). Each society has differed in discovering injustice, and it is just as 

important as the outcome, but the basic tenants are the same. No society has ever 

rewarded or praised breaking a murder or criminal. Here, justice means that 

everyone’s human rights are protected, respected, and struggled because each 

person has equal opportunities. The concept of human rights and equality is a part 

of justice. People seek justice and truth as a spiritual need; they need equality to 

coexist. They are problem-solving to get the justice that every human being wants 

is not the same. Because the rules, norms, situations of the environment, even the 

opinion public make it difficult for a person to get the rights they want. 

This movie is not about a prostitute but focuses on the survival of women 

or common people. Common people here are the families of victim's murder 

desire their justice to search the truth and the victim who can not get their human 

rights. All of them are women from low classes. As human beings, they have the 

same civil rights to do anything. Common people having the same opportunity to 
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shows up their voice need to be listened to and heard. In real life, society makes 

its own standard majorities paradigm between the truth and false.  

Underestimate and social stigma of the prostitute that sex workers as a 

form of disgrace have been successfully buying justice, leaving the 

underprivileged as human beings and majorities statement of others life, without 

seeing any reason based on their story to survive. In her American movie, Lost 

Girls starring Amy Ryan, Liz Garbus represents this concept, released in 2020. It 

is based on a real-life incident covered by Robert Kolker in her nonfiction book of 

the same name as the movie's title. That happened in Oak beach for the hearing 

impaired in New York City, America. The film shows the struggle of common 

people or families of victims of serial killers seeking justice for their missing 

family and neglected police by an unidentified killer. It majorly received a 

positive review by critical reception and audience. It shows on review websites 

such as Rotten Tomatoes with a weighted average of 6.9/10 based on 48 reviews 

and based on 13 critics on Metacritic approval rating of 69 out of 100 and 

indicated as "generally favorable reviews."  

Lost Girls is a mystery movie dramatized genre of an unresolved true 

crime story about an unidentified killer on New York’s Long Island. The movie is 

world premieres at the Sundance Film Festival on January 28, 2020, and officially 

release date on March 13, 2020, distributed by Netflix with a running time is 95 

minutes. Based on an actual event in 2010, this story is also based on the 

nonfiction book by Robert Kolker entitled “Lost Girls: An Unsolved American 

Mystery.” It is a Hollywood film produced began in New York City on October 

15, 2018. It is the first narrative feature debut director of Liz Garbus. Before this 

debut, she always works and focused on documentaries. This movie also gets 

screenplay by Micheal Werwie. Garbus started the project back in 2015, and 

before Mari Gilbert died in 2016, she has been able to meet her and discuss the 

story were going through some rewrites storyline. 

Mari Gilbert is a single mother of three daughters. Her daughter’s names 
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are Shannan, the eldest daughter, Sheere is a middle daughter, and Sarra is the 

youngest daughter. Shanan has been moving out of the house for a long time. One 

day, Shannan plans to come home for dinner with her family. Until the day, 

Shannan never shows up. It makes Mari realize that Shannan has gone missing 

without any news. Then Mari reported the missing person to the police, but they 

do nothing. Mari and her two daughters plan to search by themselves. Shannan’s 

phone record is leading them to her boyfriend and driver. At the same time, Mari 

discovers that Shannan was working as a sex worker in Long Island. On 1 May 

2010, Shanan was already gone after seeing her client in Oak Beach, Long Island, 

an upscale gated insular community. At 4-5 A.M, when Shanan disappeared, 911 

received a frantic call from Shannan. In the recording of 911 calls, Shannan 

screamed,” They’re trying to kill me.” After hearing the recording, Mari feels 

ignored by the police, why they took an hour to respond and went to the location.  

Mari begins putting pressure on the police to investigate. Then a witness 

reported seeing Shannan running away around the swampy area in the morning 

from the client’s home, Joseph Brewer. December 2010, while searching for 

Shannan, it leads the police to discover four bodies; most of them are women 

believed as sex workers who were missing. All the bodies were found in Gilgo 

beach within the same seven-mile range along Long Island’s south shore. After 

analyzing the target victims and methods of murder, the police concluded the 

deaths were the work of a serial killer. But Richard Dormer, as the Suffolk 

country police commissioner, said to Mari that none of the bodies were Shannan, 

and the serial killer can not be assumed or related to Shannan’s disappearances. 

The investigation will continue to search for more bodies. The lack of the case 

serial killer and the reason for Shannon’s disappearance still not found is the 

incompetence of police who thought the missing girls and dead bodies were 

prostitutes. Societies assume sex workers or prostitutes are working illegally and 

mark of disgrace. Mari feels frustrated and ignored by the police, who are not 

getting any results toward others missing girls and the serial killer. 
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Mari does some investigating of her own. She bought nice clothes and 

printing the missing posters. Every day puts up a poster in the police department. 

A poster about her daughter has been missing. Mari and the member families of 

the other victims always pressure the Police to solve the case immediately. 

Families of the victims started to investigate and interrogate anyone in the range 

where Shannan was last seen. Their persistence seemed to disturb some of the 

residents of the Oak beach complex. Mari is suspicious of several people; they are 

Shannan’s driver that night, a doctor who still can’t trace, and Peter Hacket, who 

knew the figure of the doctor. But the Police did not find solid evidence to detain 

them. A year later, with the approval of Commissioner Dormer, Mari demands 

the Police drain the marsh near where a lot of the dead bodies were found. 

Suddenly, there is a discovery of a dead body in the middle of the swamp. The 

Police took the body for autopsy, and the result confirmed that the dead body is 

Shannan. The Police conclude Shannan as one of the murder victims of serial 

killer Long Island. Until today, when this story has been turned into a movie, this 

case still-unidentified killer as known as the Long Island serial killer. 

This movie has public responses based on rotten tomatoes website. These 

are three positive responses of them by Manohla Dargis, David Edelstein, and 

David Walsh. Manohla Dargis's response to the movie's atmosphere can describe 

the anger and gravely melancholic, its authorial tone, and overall mood. Another 

response by David Eldelstein said Garbus sets out the film to provide emotion to 

leave the audience profoundly unsatisfied, enraged, and sad. Another positive 

response by David Walsh, his review that Garbus portrayed Lost and social 

element, the struggle of life in the films' opening shot taking in the depressive and 

depressed of American. Although, there were many positive responses given by 

the audience but there is also a negative response given by David rooney taken 

from the same website, he said the dramatic execution is lacking, it is unexplored 

and incomplete story describe how the justice system failed these forgotten 

women (Tomatoes, 2020) This movie also get award as winner reframe stamp 

https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/4wbegj/ghosts-of-suffolk-county-inside-the-bizarre-unsolved-case-of-the-long-island-serial-killer
https://www.rottentomatoes.com/critic/manohla-dargis
https://www.rottentomatoes.com/critic/manohla-dargis
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2021 as top 100 most popular narrative and animated. It is a great movie and 

recommend, as we known this is Garbus' first narrative feature movie. 

In this study, the researcher is interested in choosing the title of this study 

have many attractive and appropriate to watch, as follows: first is one of the main 

issues in the movie is struggling in life. There is an element of the struggle of life 

and depictions of common people survive for their justice. This issue is also 

related to the societies; to receive their own goals as a human being, the main 

character desires their goal connected to struggle. It drives common people to 

struggle as a human society that compulsively the audience about social 

commentary and survival stories for their purpose. 

The second is the plot and setting in the movie. Based on a true story that 

is related to the social condition of human life. The director shows a plot of the 

story to the audience about how the struggle happened and what kind of struggle 

the common people got. The director also clearly describes the setting with the 

delivery of narratives so that the audience understands the actual event, the true-

crime tragedy among suspects, victims, and families' victims. 

The third is movie's characterization of Mari Gilbert, who played the first 

role in the struggle for justice. She did not give up on her daughter just because of 

public opinion and police action. This thought of character's Gilbert made 

reactions of others, family members of the victims. Then their efforts made a 

change in the public's response, which initially underestimated to prostitute to 

sympathize with the Long Island murder case. It is appropriately displayed and 

influenced by the character in the movie.  

Based on explanations this study, the researcher analyzes Garbus’ movie 

entitle Lost Girls (2020) because one of the main issue this movie is how the 

director provide to criticize the social perspective and anyone be able to change it 

by their struggle. This study focuses on sociological perspective as an approach 

that contains the forms of struggle of justice by common people according to 

societal norms. The approach is suitable to revolve and analyze the issue of 
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society. Thus, the researcher proposes to arrange a research paper entitled” The 

Struggle of Common People for Justice in Liz Garbus’ Lost Girls Movie 

(2020): A Sociological Perspective.” 

 

B. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

The problem of this study focused on the struggle for justice of common 

people in Lost Girls movie. Based on the background of the study, the researcher 

formulates the problem into three research questions to analyze, as follows: 

1. What are the indicators of struggle for justice in the movie? 

2. How is struggle for justice reflected in Lost Girls Movie directed by Liz 

Garbus? 

3. Why did the author specifically address struggle for justice as one of issue 

in the movie?  

 

C. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

Considering the problem statement in this study, the researcher has aimed 

this study as the objectives of the study, as follows: 

1. To identify the indicators of struggle of justice’s common people for their 

justice in the Lost Girls Movie 

2. To describe how struggle of justice is reflected in Lost Girls Movie 

directed by Liz Garbus 

3. To reveal the reason of the author specifically address struggle of justice 

as one of issue in the movie 

 

D. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 

1. Theoretical Significance 
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The researcher is expected the result of this study to be able to give 

information and contributes to the large body of knowledge, especially the 

literary studies on Lost Girls movie 

2. Practical Significance 

This study is expected to be one of the references and the rich 

knowledge to analyze those who want to do similar research or interest in 

literary analysis about the sociological perspective approach. This study also 

can contribute to literary studies as an academic reference by other 

researchers, students of the Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta, or other 

universities researchers primarily literary studies on sociological perspective 

approach to conducting further research. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


